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Abstract: Image and video manipulation has been actively used in recent years with the development
of multimedia editing technologies. However, object-based video tampering, which adds or removes
objects within a video frame, is posing challenges because it is difficult to verify the authenticity of
videos. In this paper, we present a novel object-based frame identification network. The proposed
method uses symmetrically overlapped motion residuals to enhance the discernment of video
frames. Since the proposed motion residual features are generated on the basis of overlapped
temporal windows, temporal variations in the video sequence can be exploited in the deep neural
network. In addition, this paper introduces an asymmetric network structure for training and testing
a single basic convolutional neural network. In the training process, two networks with an identical
structure are used, each of which has a different input pair. In the testing step, two types of testing
methods corresponding to two- and three-class frame identifications are proposed. We compare the
identification accuracy of the proposed method with that of the existing methods. The experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed method generates reasonable identification results for both
two- and three-class forged frame identifications.

Keywords: object-based video tampering; frame identification; motion residual; convolutional neural
network; symmetrically overlapped motion residual; three-class identification

1. Introduction

Millions of images and videos are created and distributed through the Internet every
day. A wide range of editing tools is available even to non-professionals so that they can
easily edit videos on their computers and mobile phones. Therefore, videos are often used
after undergoing an editing process rather than being used as is. Because most of the editing
is of good quality, there may be times when the reliability of the video is questionable. When
videos used as evidence in courts or as news to report facts by the media are tampered with
for malicious purposes, the consequences often cause serious social problems or harm. For
this reason, video forgery detection has emerged as an important topic [1,2].

Earlier video tampering methods were limited to the temporal domain, referred to as
frame-based forgery, which included frame insertion, frame deletion, frame duplication,
and double-compression. In the frame insertion forgery, a set of frames is inserted in the
order of original frames. When one or more frames are deleted from a sequence of frames
in a video, it is known as frame deletion. The size of the frame-deleted video is generally
less than that of the original video. Frame duplication means copying a set of frames in a
video and pasting that into the same video. Over the years, several techniques to detect
frame-based video forgery were proposed.

Earlier, double-compression detection algorithms [3–6] were presented. However, to
tamper with a video sequence, the video should first be decompressed. After the manipula-
tion, the video is recompressed, irrespective of whether the frame has been tampered with.
Therefore, double-compression detection is performed in combination with frame insertion
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and deletion in frame-based forgery detection methods. Stamm et al. [7] proposed a tempo-
ral anti-forensic algorithm for motion compensated videos. They developed a theoretical
model of forensically detectable fingerprints and used the model to detect video frame
deletion or addition. Gironi et al. [8] introduced a frame insertion and deletion algorithm
of whole frames in digital videos using double encoding detection. This method can be
applied when different codecs are used for the first and second compressions. Yang et al. [9]
presented a two-step approach for detecting frame duplication using similarity analysis.
In the first step, the features of each frame are extracted via singular value decomposition.
In addition, the Euclidean distance is calculated between features of each frame and the
reference frame to select candidate duplication frames. In the second step, the candidate
duplications are confirmed through random block matching.

Object-based video forgery is a common tampering method by adding new objects to
a video sequence or removing existing ones. However, object-based video forgery and de-
tection have only recently attracted attention. Because this tampering method is performed
in the spatial domain of the video, it can be considered as copy-move or splicing forgery of
images. However, applying the image-based forgery detection techniques [10–12] to each
frame of the video is not appropriate because they cannot exploit the temporal information
in compressed videos.

In 2014, Richao et al. [13] proposed an object-based video manipulation detection
algorithm using statistical features of an object contour. The algorithm extracted several
statistical features, such as the moment features of detailed wavelet coefficients and the aver-
age gradient of each color channel, and inserted them into a support vector machine (SVM)
as feature vectors for classifying natural and forged objects. Tan et al. [14] presented a GOP-
based automatic detection method for object-based video forgery. This technique extracted
steganalysis features [15] from motion residuals and employed an ensemble classifier [16]
to construct a frame manipulation detector. Similar to the method in [14], Chen et al. [17]
extracted 548-dimensional image steganalysis features [18] from noise patterns based on
motion residuals of frame images and trained the features to identify object-based forged
frames using the ensemble classifier. Saddique et al. [19] exploited the chrominance value
of consecutive frame difference and discriminative robust local binary pattern to model
the inconsistency embedded in the video frames due to forgery and used SVM to detect
whether the pair of consecutive frames was forged. Sitara et al. [20] proposed a video
tampering detection method using differentiating optical camera zooming from synthetic
zooming based on pixel variance correlation and sensor pattern noise. Aloraini et al. [21]
introduced a new video tampering detection and localization approach based on sequential
and patch analyses performed by modeling video sequences as stochastic processes and as
a mixture model of normal and anomalous patches. Experimental results showed that this
approach achieves excellent detection performance with low computational complexity.

Recently, deep learning has been in the spotlight in the field of computer vision [22].
Deep learning-based methods such as CNN have attained great success in the domain
of image processing and computer vision. The reason is that deep neural networks are
capable of extracting problem-specific and complex high-dimensional features to efficiently
represent the information needed. In the field of video forensics, several studies focusing
on the convolutional neural network (CNN) have been conducted. Yao et al. [23] extracted
high-dimensional features based on high-frequency signals from motion residual features
and used CNN to determine whether the frames were tampered with. Kohli et al. [24]
proposed a spatiotemporal method using CNN to detect video tampering and to localize
the forged region in a forged frame. They employed the motion residual to train the
presented network. Yang et al. [25] proposed a spatiotemporal trident network based on
the spatial rich model and three-dimensional convolution, which provides branches and
can theoretically improve the detection and localization accuracy of tampered regions.

Motion residual was widely used as a key feature to detect object-based video
forgery [17,23–25]. For each video frame, the motion residual contains a substantial number
of the intra-frame properties of that frame as well as the inter-frame inherent properties of
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the corresponding frame. Because the motion residual contains both the intra- and inter-
frame inherent properties of the corresponding frames, it is frequently used for detecting
the object-based video forgery. However, it is often difficult to distinguish a motion induced
by tampering from the one caused by a scene change. The conventional motion residual
features cannot sufficiently distinguish between these two differences.

Most past studies [21,23,25] performed two-class identification, which classifies whether
the video frame has been tampered with, to detect object-based video forgery. In [24], an-
other two-class identification is defined by identifying whether the frame has been forged
or double-compressed. Only the method of Chen et al. [17] reported the three-class identifi-
cation results.

In this paper, we propose a novel video frame identification algorithm for object-based
video tampering detection. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

(1) A symmetrically overlapped motion residual is proposed to enhance the discernment
of video frames. Three different motion residuals are presented on the basis of overlap-
ping temporal frames. The proposed overlapped motion residuals can reduce natural
motions while preserving motions caused by tampering. Because the overlapped
motion residuals use three different temporal windows, temporal changes in motion
residuals can be exploited in the neural network.

(2) An asymmetric CNN structure for training and testing is proposed. In the training
step, we design a single basic CNN and use it to perform two different training
processes, resulting in two trained networks with an identical structure. In the testing
process, we propose two types of testing methods corresponding to two- and three-
class frame identifications. Two-class identification determines whether a video frame
has been forged using a single trained network. In contrast, three-class identification
is also performed to classify whether a frame is pristine, double-compressed, or
tampered with by combining the two learned basic networks.

The proposed method generates reasonable identification results for both two- and
three-class forged video frame identifications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic
process of the object-based video forgery and detection. Section 3 presents the proposed
symmetrically overlapped motion residuals. The proposed frame identification network
structure is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, the performance of the proposed method is
compared with that of existing methods using the experimental results. Section 6 presents
the discussion, and the conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. Object-Based Video Forgery and Detection

Object-based video forgery refers to adding new objects to or removing existing objects
from a video frame. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the object-based video tampering
process on a sample video sequence. Figure 1a shows four consecutive frames of a pristine
video, and Figure 1b contains two tampered-with frames. The first two frames in Figure 1b
are not tampered with, and objects are removed from the last two frames. The objects
surrounded by the red ellipse in the first and second frames remain unchanged, and the
objects in the third and fourth frames have disappeared. Figure 1b presents a typical
example of video tampering by object removal.
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twice, and manipulated frames are compressed again after forgery. In this scenario, there 
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A video is defined in both spatial and temporal domains. In the spatial domain, the 

intra-frame properties are almost identical to those of a conventional image. However, 
since motion compensation is applied to the video coding, temporal information is added 
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istics. The strong correlation between adjacent frames in a video implies that each frame 
in a local temporal window comprises two parts: the motion part and the static part [17]. 

Figure 1. Example of object-based video tampering. (a) Pristine frames. (b) Partially tampered-with
frames. The object surrounded by the red ellipse is removed from the third and fourth frames.

Because all videos are compressed for storage and transmission, they should first be
decompressed in order to tamper with or just enjoy them. When there is an intention to
tamper with the video sequence, forgery is performed on specific frames of the recom-
pressed video, and there are frames that have not been manipulated. At the end of the
tampering process, the entire video sequence is recompressed. Videos intended to be ma-
nipulated are first decompressed, and only specific frames are tampered with in most cases.
After this process, the tampered with and non-tampered with frames are recompressed
simultaneously. Video frames that are not tampered with undergo compression twice, and
manipulated frames are compressed again after forgery. In this scenario, there are three
types of frames: (1) pristine frame, (2) double-compressed frame without tampering, and
(3) tampered frame. On the basis of this scenario, there are two types of frame identification,
such as two-class identification (forged and non-forged) and three-class identification (pris-
tine, double-compressed, and forged). Figure 2 shows two types of frame identification
to detect object-based video forgery. This paper presents both two- and three-class frame
identification results using various combinations of a single CNN structure.
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3. Symmetrically Overlapped Motion Residual

A video is defined in both spatial and temporal domains. In the spatial domain, the
intra-frame properties are almost identical to those of a conventional image. However, since
motion compensation is applied to the video coding, temporal information is added to the
intra-frame. In contrast, the inter-frame properties describe the temporal characteristics.
The strong correlation between adjacent frames in a video implies that each frame in a
local temporal window comprises two parts: the motion part and the static part [17].
The static part is identical to the base frame of a local temporal window, whereas the
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motion part is the motion residual for that base frame. For each frame, the motion residual
contains many of the intra-frame properties as well as the inter-frame properties of the
corresponding frame because it represents the temporal changes from that frame to the
base frame. Because the motion residual contains both intra- and inter-frame inherent
properties of the corresponding frame, it is used as a primal feature for object analysis.
Therefore, motion residual is a commonly used feature to detect video forgery in several
studies [17,21,23,24]. In this section, we briefly review the motion residual and propose a
symmetrically overlapped motion residual to improve the frame identification performance.

3.1. Motion Residual

Let V be the decompressed video sequence defined as

V =
{

f(1), · · · , f(Q)
}

, (1)

where f(k) (k = 1, . . . , Q) is the k-th decompressed video frame and Q is the number of
frames of the video sequence. In a temporal window, a collusion operation can be defined
around a center frame f(k) with the temporal window size of L = 2l + 1, where l is the number
of the left and right neighbors of f(k). Figure 3 shows the frame structure for collusion
operation, which is performed using l frames to the left and right around the base frame
f(k). Let c(k) be the colluded result for f(k), which is defined as

c(k) = C
[
f(k−l), · · · , f(k) , · · · , f(k+l)

]
, (2)

where C is the collusion operator.
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In the video forgery detection approaches, the minimum or the median operation is
commonly used as the collusion operator. Let f (k)(i,j) and c(k)(i,j) be the pixel values of f(k)

and c(k) at the spatial location (i,j), respectively. The colluded result at the location (i,j) is

c(k)(i, j) = C
[

f (k−l)(i, j), · · · , f (k)(i, j) , · · · , f (k+l)(i, j)
]
. (3)

Figure 4 shows an example of obtaining c(k) using median collusion operation.
The motion residual image is defined as the absolute difference between f(k) and c(k)

as follows.
r(k) =

∣∣∣f(k) − c(k)
∣∣∣, (4)

where r(k) is the motion residual of the k-th frame and |·| denotes the absolute value. The
motion residual is considered a measure of the motion or temporal change in the temporal
window. Adding or removing objects from a certain frame can cause an abrupt change
in a video sequence. Because the motion residual can act as a clue in the detection of the
object-based frame tampering, it is frequently used in detecting video tampering [17,23–25].
However, a scene change in a video frame can also cause an abrupt change. Thus, it
is important to distinguish between the motion residual by a scene change and that by
tampering.
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3.2. Proposed Overlapped Motion Resiual

It is important to increase the difference between natural motion and the motion
created by object adding or removing forgery. This paper presents an overlapped motion
residual to improve the discernment of the motion residual. The proposed overlapped
motion residual has three motion residual frames, including base, left, and right motion
residuals with a temporal window size of Lp = 2lp + 1, as illustrated in Figure 5. In
conventional motion residual, l is set to 9, therefore, the size of the temporal window is
L = 2l + 1 = 2 × 9 + 1 = 19. In our method, lp is set to 5, which results in the temporal
window size of Lp = 11.
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The three colluded results, cbase
(k), cright

(k), and cleft
(k) for f(k) are defined as

cbase
(k) = C

[
f(k−lp), · · · , f(k) , · · · , f(k+lp)

]
, (5)

cright
(k) = C

[
f(k−1), · · · , f(k+lp−1) , · · · , f(k+2lp−1)

]
, (6)

cle f t
(k) = C

[
f(k−2lp+1), · · · , f(k−lp+1) , · · · , f(k+1)

]
. (7)

To obtain the proposed overlapped motion residuals, we use the median filter for the
collusion operation. In conclusion, we have three motion residuals rbase

(k), rright
(k), and rleft

(k)

corresponding to cbase
(k), cright

(k), and cleft
(k), respectively as follows.

rbase
(k) =

∣∣∣f(k) − cbase
(k)
∣∣∣, (8)

rright
(k) =

∣∣∣f(k+lh−1) − cright
(k)
∣∣∣, (9)

rle f t
(k) =

∣∣∣f(k−lh+1) − cle f t
(k)
∣∣∣. (10)
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All motion residuals include base frame f(k), and the base motion residual, rbase
(k)

contains two sub-base frames. This why the proposed method is called overlapped motion
residual.

Figure 6a presents the conventional and overlapped motion residual images for a
sample pristine frame. As shown in Figure 6a, there is no significant difference between
conventional motion residual and the overlapped motion residuals. Because the proposed
overlapped motion residual uses a smaller temporal window than the conventional motion
residual, fine background noises are shown in the overlapped motion residuals. Figure 6b
presents the forged frame by removing two objects from the pristine frame shown in
Figure 6a. The forged trace is not significantly reinforced in the conventional motion
residual image. However, the trace of object tampering appears relatively prominent in the
overlapped motion residuals. Because the motion in this example exists from left to right,
the tampering trace is clearly visible, especially at the left overlapped motion residual rleft

(k).
The fine details of background due to the small temporal window can cause a relatively
strengthening effect into the tampered-with area. Because the proposed method uses three
different temporal windows, the temporal change of the motion residual can be more
effectively reflected in the deep neural network.
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3.3. Patch Generation of Overlapped Motion Resiual

Because the video is partially tampered with, the number of pristine frames is usually
greater than that of forged frames. Therefore, there exists an imbalance between data with
different characteristics. In addition, a data augmentation technique to increase artificially
the amount of data to reduce network overfitting is needed. Yao et al. [23] introduced
an asymmetric data augmentation method to increase the amount of data in the training
process and resolved the data imbalance. In this study, we adopt the asymmetric data
augmentation method of Yao et al. to increase the amount of data and resolve imbalance.

Let the size of a single frame be M × N. The size of overlapped motion residual of one
video frame is also M × N. The motion residual image is first cropped to an m × m patch at
the left-most position, where m is calculated as

m = min(M, N). (11)
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Next, new patches are created by striding to the right until a predefined number of
patches are satisfied. Using the asymmetric data augmentation technique, the stride size t
is calculated for a given patch size p as follows.

t =
⌊

max(M, N)−min(M, N)

p

⌋
, (12)

where bc is the floor function. Different numbers of patches for the three classes to be
distinguished are used in this paper.

For an m × m patch, maximum pooling is used to reduce excessive computation time
as well as to make the network robust to variations in overlapped motion residual values.
The patch size is reduced to (m/w) × (m/w) with a maximum pooling window size of
w × w. In this study, the size of w is set to 3. A high-frequency filter is frequently exploited
to enhance a weak feature for various machine-learning applications [23,26,27]. The motion
residual patch that has undergone the maximum pooling process is passed through the
high-frequency filter with a 5 × 5 shift-invariant convolution kernel [26] before feeding to
the proposed network.

4. Proposed Frame Identification

In this paper, we propose an asymmetric network structure for training and testing. In
the training process, two training pairs, such as forged and non-forged patches, and pristine
and double-compressed patches, are fed to the same basic CNN model. The training pair
with the forged and non-forged patches is used for two-class identification in the testing
process, as shown in Figure 2a. The class of non-forged patch is divided into pristine and
double-compressed patches. Using this relationship, we can identify a three-class problem
as forged, double-compressed, and pristine in the testing process, as shown in Figure 2b.

4.1. Basic Network

Figure 7 shows a schematic of the basic CNN architecture, which is a simple and typical
CNN model in which a similar convolution layer is repeated five times. The input of this
network is three-dimensional overlapped motion residual patches after maximum pooling
and high-frequency filtering. Every convolution layer includes a batch normalization (BN),
rectified linear unit (ReLU), and average pooling (AP).

The kernel sizes of the five convolution layers are 3 × 3, 3 × 3, 3 × 3, 1 × 1, and
1 × 1. The number of kernels for convolution layers I, II, II, IV, and V is 8, 16, 32, 64,
and 128, respectively. The kernel and stride sizes of AP I are 5 × 5 and 2, respectively.
AP II has a kernel size of 15 × 15 and stride size of 1. Detailed information of the basic
network is summarized in Table 1. The overlapped motion residual patch has a size of
3 × (m/w) × (m/w). In Table 1, let m’ = m/w. Because the stride size of AP I is 2, the
patch is reduced to the size of 1/22. In AP II, the global average pooling with kernel size of
(m’×m’)/210 results in a 128 dimensional final feature vector inserted to the fully connected
network. In this paper, we use 1280 × 720 size video sequence and 3 × 3 window for the
maximum pooling. Therefore, m’ = 720/3 = 240.

Table 1. Detailed information of the basic network.

Kernel Size Number of Kernel Stride Size Feature Size after AP I

Layer I 3 × 3 8 1 8 × (m’ × m’)/22
Layer II 3 × 3 16 1 16 × (m’ × m’)/24
Layer III 3 × 3 32 1 32 × (m’ × m’)/26
Layer IV 1 × 1 64 1 64 × (m’ × m’)/28
Layer V 1 × 1 128 1 128 × (m’ × m’)/210

AP I 5 × 5 1 2 -
AP II (m’ × m’)/210 1 Global 128
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4.2. Training

A video frame can roughly be divided into two types: forged and non-forged. In this
paper, we further divided the non-forged frame into pristine and double-compressed. In
the training process, two machine learning networks are configured. The first network is
trained with forged and non-forged patches as shown in Figure 8a. The number of patches
in one forged frame is set to 9 and the number of patches in a single non-forged frame is set
to 3. Because the number of patches in the forged frame is generally smaller than that in
the non-forged frame, the number of patches in the forged frame is set to be greater than
that in the non-forged frame. Figure 8b presents the basic CNN for distinguishing pristine
and double-compressed frames. The number of patches in a single frame for pristine and
double-compressed frames is set to 3 and 5, respectively.
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The loss function for the proposed deep learning model is the cross-entropy function
for a 1-of-G coding scheme [28]. This loss function is

Loss = − 1
D

D

∑
d=1

G

∑
g=1

ωgλdg ln ydg, (13)

where D is the number of input samples, G is the number of classes, ωg is the weight for
class g, λdg is the indicator that the d-th sample belongs to the g-th class, and ydg is the
output probability for sample d for class g.

4.3. Classification

The number of patches for a frame was set differently, depending on the type of
frame in the training process. However, the type of frame cannot be known during the
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testing process. Therefore, we fix the number of patches extracted from a single frame to
3. In the proposed method, both two-class identification (forged or not) and three-class
identification (forged, double-compressed, or pristine) can be solved using the two learned
basic networks. The identification process is performed in two stages. We try to explain the
identification process using the concept of a logic circuit as shown in Figure 9.
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In Figure 9, if S3 is set to 0, the network performs two-class identification. In this
situation, basic CNN II is disabled. According to the value of OI, the input frame is classified
as forged or non-forged. The three-class identification is performed when S3 is set to 1. In
this case, if OI = 0, the network determines that the input frame has been forged, and basic
CNN II is disabled. In contrast, if OI = 1, basic CNN I determines that the input frame has
not been tampered with, and basic CNN II is enabled. Then, we can classify the input frame
as double-compressed if OII = 0, and pristine if OII = 1. Basic CNN I is always activated
(E1 = 1), and CNN II is enabled if both S3 = 1 and OII = 1 (E2 = S3·OII).

In the testing process, a single frame is sliced into three patches. The tampered-with
object usually occupies a small part of the frame. Thus, the network classifies the input
frame as forged when only one of the three patches of a single frame has been tampered
with. In basic CNN II, the majority vote for the three patches is used to determine whether
the input frame is pristine or double-compressed.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Dataset

For object-based video-tampering identification, there are three representative datasets,
namely SYSU-OBJFORG [17], SULFA [29], and REWIND [30]. SULFA has only five videos
with a resolution of 320 × 240. REWIND is based on the SULFA dataset with the same
resolution as SULFA. The amount of data available for SULFA and REWIND is too small,
and thus they are not sufficient for deep learning approaches in training and testing.
Therefore, SULFA and REWIND are known to be insufficient in forgery detection due to the
small number of samples and low image quality. SYSU-OBJFORG comprises 100 pristine
video sequences and 100 tampered-with video sequences. Out of 100 tampered-with videos,
80 have one forged part, and the remaining 20 videos have two manipulated parts. Each
video sequence has a duration of approximately 11 s, with a resolution of 1280 × 720 and a
frame rate of 25 FPS. All videos are compressed in the H.264/MPEG-4 encoding format
with a bitrate of 3 Mbps. In the experiment, 50 pairs of pristine and tampered-with video
sequences are used for training, and the remaining 50 pairs of videos are used for testing.
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In the training step, 50 pairs of videos are divided into training and validation data. One of
the five parts is used for validation, and the remainder are used for training.

5.2. Experimental Setup

The proposed method is implemented using MATLAB R2019a and executed on a
PC environment of Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8500 3.00 GHz CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1050 GPU. The training options of the proposed deep learning model are stochastic gradient
descent with momentum, initial learning rate of 0.001, learning rate drop factor of 0.2,
learning rate drop period of 5, and batch size of 64 for both basic CNN I and CNN II. The
training time of CNN I is 3794 min and CNN II takes 1488 min.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we first define seven evalua-
tion metrics: pristine frame accuracy (PFACC), forged frame accuracy (FFACC), double-
compressed frame accuracy (DFACC), total frame accuracy (TFACC), Precision, Recall, and
F1 score. These metrics are defined as

PFACC =
# Correctly classifed pristine frames

# Pristine frames
, (14)

FFACC =
# Correctly classifed forged frames

# Forged frames
, (15)

DFACC =
# Correctly classifed double− compressed frames

# Double− compressed frames
, (16)

TFACC =
# Correctly classifed frames

# All the frames
, (17)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, (18)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, (19)

F1 score = 2× Precision× Recall
Precision + Recall

, (20)

where # represents the number of the set elements, TP is the number of true positives, FP
is the number of false positives, and FN is the number of false negatives. In this study,
imbalanced data are used in the testing process. The numbers of pristine frames, double-
compressed frames, and forged frames are 14,217, 8420, and 5790, respectively. Therefore,
we use averaged Recall and Precision.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Two-Class Identification

Most video tampering detection methods classify video frames as forged and non-
forged. Non-forged and just double-compressed frames are considered pristine frames. In
the proposed network, two-class identification can be achieved with setting S3 = 0 as shown
in Figure 9. In this case, only basic CNN I is activated. Table 2 presents the confusion matrix
for two-class identification obtained using the proposed network. From Table 2, we can see
that both the non-forged and tampered-with frames are identified well with an accuracy of
98% or more.

Table 2. Confusion matrix for two-class forged frame identification based on the proposed method.
The number in bracket indicates the number of frames used in the testing process.

Labeled Frame

Actual Frame
Non-Forged Forged

Non-forged 98.10% (22,207) 1.90% (430)
Forged 1.93% (112) 98.07% (5678)
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We compared our method with five state-of-the-art methods by Yao et al. [23] (CNN),
Kohli et al. [24] (Temporal CNN), Aloraini et al. [31] (TF-SA), Aloraini et al. [21] (S-PA),
and Yang et al. [25] (STN). Table 3 shows six metrics for six forgery detection algorithms,
including the proposed method. CNN [23] exhibits good performance in terms of PFACC;
however, it generates low FFACC. FFACC is the most important metric in identifying video
frames because lower FFACC can cause serious problems. Therefore, the CNN method
cannot be successfully applied to video-tampering identification. STN [25] achieves the
best performance for all metrics as shown in Table 2. However, STM can only be applied to
two-class problems. The proposed method ranks in the second place for various metrics,
except PFACC.

Table 3. Six evaluation metrics for various methods. Numbers in bold indicate the highest perfor-
mance and those in italics represent the second place.

Method PFACC FFACC TFACC Precision Recall F1 Score

CNN [23] 98.45 89.90 96.79 91.05 97.31 94.07
Temporal
CNN [24] - 96.04 97.49 - - -

TF-SA [31] - - - 93.90 93.90 93.30
S-PA [21] - - - 95.51 94.44 94.97
STN [25] 99.50 98.75 99.34 98.14 98.75 98.44
Proposed 98.10 98.07 98.09 96.23 98.08 97.15

5.3.2. Three-Class Identification

The three-class identification can be achieved by setting S3 = 1 in the proposed ap-
proach as shown in Figure 9. Table 4 shows the confusion matrix for three-class identifi-
cation obtained using the proposed deep network. As illustrated in Table 4, there is no
misclassification of pristine as forged, and of forged as pristine. However, more than 5% of
double-compressed is incorrectly classified as forged. The double-compressed frames seem
to have a tendency to be identified as tampered-with frames because the discontinuity
increases because of the accumulated compression errors.

Table 4. Confusion matrix for three-class video frame identification obtained using the proposed
method. Numbers in bracket indicate the number of frames used in the testing process.

Labeled Frame

Actual Frame
Pristine Double-Compressed Forged

Pristine 99.89% (14,205) 0.11% (12) 0.00% (0)
Double-compressed 0.27% (23) 94.62% (7967) 5.11% (430)

Forged 0.00% (0) 1.93% (112) 98.07% (5678)

Only the method of Chen et al. [17] (ADOBF) provides both two- and three-class
video forgery identification results. They use seven state-of-the-art steganalysis features,
namely CC + PEV [18], SPAM [32], CDF [33], CF* [16], SRM [27], CC-JRM [34], and
J + SRM [34], extracted from the conventional motion residuals. Table 5 shows seven evalua-
tion metrics in three-class object-based video-tampering identification. As shown in Table 5,
CC + JRM and J + SRM features achieve high PFACC and DFACC metrics while exhibiting
poor FFACC. In contrast, the proposed method achieves low DFACC because 5.11% of
double-compressed frames are misclassified as tampered-with frames and 0.27% of these
frames are regarded as pristine frames. All FFACC values except ours exhibit low scores
compared to the other metrics. However, the proposed method achieves the highest FFACC,
Precision, Recall, and F1 score. Therefore, the proposed method can be efficiently applied to
frame identification of object-based video forgery.
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Table 5. Seven evaluation metrics for various methods in three-class identification. Numbers in bold
indicate the highest performance and those in italics represent the second place.

Method PFACC FFACC DFACC TFACC Precision Recall F1 Score

ADOBF [17]: CC + PEV [18] 99.90% 83.94% 95.22% 95.71% 90.48% 91.80% 91.13%
ADOBF [17]: SPAM [32] 99.71% 76.86% 89.03% 92.47% 78.90% 83.04% 80.92%

ADOBF [17]: CF* [33] 99.50% 77.55% 93.64% 94.15% 87.06% 85.87% 86.46%
ADOBF [17]: CDF [16] 99.96% 84.07% 95.67% 95.88% 90.20% 91.01% 90.60%
ADOBF [17]: SRM [27] 99.91% 76.40% 93.21% 93.70% 83.10% 82.86% 82.89%

ADOBF [17]: CC-FRM [34] 99.96% 84.93% 97.82% 96.59% 93.15% 91.51% 92.32%
ADOBF [17]: J + SRM [34] 99.99% 84.90% 97.56% 96.59% 92.80% 91.58% 92.18%

Proposed 99.89% 98.07% 94.62% 97.97% 97.08% 97.53% 97.30%

6. Discussion

In the field of video-frame tampering detection, three-class identification is more useful
than two-class identification. However, most methods use only two-class identification
except for the Chen et al. method [17]. Because the proposed approach uses both two- and
three-class identifications, it can be applied to tampered-with video-frame classification.
The fact that a frame is not tampered with but only double-compressed can be an indication
that there is a possibility of manipulation of the video sequence to which the frame belongs.
Therefore, detecting not only forged but also double-compressed frames can be useful
evidence for video-tampering detection. From Tables 4 and 5, we can see that most of
double-compressed frames are misclassified as tampered-with frames in the proposed
approach. Determining what has not been forged as tampered with can cause some costs;
however, determining what has been tampered with as not forged can produce serious
problems. From this viewpoint, the fact that double-compressed frames are classified as
forged frames does not cause serious problems.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced an object-based video-tampering detection network
using symmetrically overlapped motion residual features. Three motion residuals with
overlapped and different temporal windows were created to enhance the discriminability of
video frames. After forming patches on the proposed motion residuals, these features were
fed as input to the basic CNN. We trained two networks of two different pairs. The first
network trained on a pair consisting of forged and non-forged frames to determine whether
a frame has been tampered with. The second network trained on a pair of pristine and
double-compressed frames in combination with the first network to solve the three-class
identification, which classifies a frame into pristine, double-compressed, and forged. The
simulation results revealed that the proposed video-frame identification produced more
accurate performance in both two- and three-class identifications for various metrics.
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